Neurofilaments can undergo axonal transport and cytoskeletal incorporation in a discontinuous manner.
Neurofilaments (NFs) are thought to provide structural support for axons. Some NFs exhibit an extended residence time along axons, the nature of which remains unclear. In prior studies in NB2a/d1 cells, hypophosphorylated NFs were demonstrated to be dispersed throughout the axon and to undergo relatively rapid axonal transport, while extensively phosphorylated NFs organized into a "bundle" localized along the center of the axon. It was not conclusively determined whether bundled NFs underwent transport or instead underwent turnover via exchange with transporting individual NFs. Herein, using transfection with multiple constructs and regional photobleaching, we demonstrate that bundled NFs undergo relatively slow transport as well as exchange with surrounding individual NFs. We also demonstrate that newly synthesized NFs disperse nonhomogenously throughout axonal neurites and perikarya. These findings provide a mechanism by which some NFs exhibit extended residence time within axons, which lessens the metabolic burden of cytoskeletal turnover.